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The distribution of NPA in Italian wh-questions
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n

Ladd (1996) observed that in Italian direct wh-questions, the nuclear pitch accent
(NPA) is not assigned to the wh-element, even though this should qualify as focus.

n

Marotta (2001, 2002) confirms this observation in her experimental studies:
with bare wh-elements (with the exception of perché ‘why’),
the NPA is assigned to the lexical verb adjacent to the wh-element:

(1) Che cosa
dirai
a Luca?
what thing
say.fut.2sg
to Luca
‘What will you say to Luca?’
n

Marotta’s hypothesis:
The wh-phrase ‘passes on’ the NPA to the closest non-weak element
Þ This
predicts
that
in
case
of
long-distance
extraction,
the NPA should still fall on the matrix verb, which is adjacent to the wh-phrase:

(2) Chi hai
who have.2sg

detto [che hanno
said that have.3pl

chiamato _ ] ?
called

Experiment I: materials and rationale
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Production experiment → to investigate the placement of NPA in wh-questions:
10 native speakers of Tuscan Italian
reading task
24 stimuli ( =12 pairs), featuring
n short-distance wh-movement (3a)
n long-distance wh-movement (3b)

n
n
n

(3)

a. [CP A chi
hai [vP detto
t [CP che ti hanno [vP rubato la macchina]]]]?
to who
have.2SG said
that you=have.3PL stolen the car
‘To whom did you tell to that your car was stolen?’
b. [CP A chi ti ha [vP detto [CP che hanno [vP rubato t la macchina]]]]?
to who you=has said
that have.3PL stolen
the car?
‘From whom did s/he tell you they stole the car?’

n
n
n

24 fillers (=12 pairs), pseudo-randomized order
The target sentences were inserted in fictional dialogues
To control for information structure effects, the short and long version of each
pair were inserted in the same dialogue.

Experiment I: method
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n

We collected, segmented into phonemes, ToBI-transcribed, and analysed a total of
478 target sentences:
n 10 spks. * 12 items * 2 conditions (short/long mov.) * 2 (disfluency-free) repetitions

n

We labelled as NPA the rightmost PA after which the pitch contour is completely
compressed and no fully-fledged PA is observable (see Gili Fivela et al. 2016).

n

We extracted the duration values of the stressed vowel of the matrix and the
embedded lexical verbs:
n The analysis of the duration values fully support our intonation transcription.

Experiment I: NPA distribution
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100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Lexical verb in the embedded
clause
Lexical verb in the main
clause
Wh element

Þ

Short movement

Long movement

1.7%

62.7%

96.2%

36.1%

2.1%

1.2%

In both conditions, the NPA was never (0%) assigned
to the rightmost element of the sentence,
which is the default position for NPA assignment in Italian.

Experiment I: Short extraction, NPA on V1
(4) a. Chi pensa che ti
dovrei
presentare al
direttore?
who thinks that you.Cl should.1sg introduce to-the director
‘Who thinks that I should introduce you to the director?’
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Experiment I Long extraction, NPA on V2
(4) b. Chi pensi
che dovrei
presentare al
direttore?
who think.2sg that should.1sg introduce to-the director
‘Who do you think that I should introduce to the director?’
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Experiment I Long extraction, NPA on V1
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(5) Chi hai
detto che telefonerà
a Giorgio ?
who aux.2sg said
that phone.fut3sg Giorgio
‘Who did you say

will call Giorgio?’
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Experiment I: pitch contours
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(3) a. A chi hai
detto t che ti hanno [ruˈbato] la macchina?
short mov.
to who have.2SG
said
that to.you have.3PL stolen the car
b. A chi ti
ha
detto che hanno
[ruˈbato] t la macchina? long mov.
to who to.you has.3sg said
that have.3PL
stolen
the car?

F0 normalization:
25 sampling
points per chunk.

Experiment I: statistical analysis
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For the statistical analyses, we dropped the marginal cases in which the NPA was
associated with the wh-element.
n We built a series of multi-level mixed effects regressions with the log odds of NPA
on the embedded lexical verb as the dependent variable.
n We started with a complex model in which we specified as fixed factors
type of movement and type of boundary (L% vs. H%).
n Model comparison showed that the type of final boundary does not have any
impact on NPA’s assignment.
Þ The best model justified by the data included movement type as fixed factor and
cross by-subject and by-item intercepts and slopes.
n

NPA ~ movement.type + (1+movement.type | speaker) + (1+ movement.type | item)
AIC
BIC
logLik
deviance
df.resid
255.9
289.1
-119.9
239.9
462
Number of obs: 470, groups: item, 12; speaker, 10

Experiment I: metrical structure
n
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The type of wh-movement has also consequences for the distribution
of the metrical heads:

(3) a. A chi hai
to who have.2SG

[ˈdetːo] t che ti
hanno [ruˈbato] la macchina?
said
that to.you have.3PL stolen the car

b. A chi ti
ha
[ˈdetːo] che hanno
to who to.you has.3sg said
that have.3PL

β= -16, std.er.4.5, p<.002

[ruˈbato] t
stolen

la macchina?
the car?

β= +18, std.er. 5.6, p<.004

short mov.

long mov.

Experiment I: metrical structure
(3) a. A chi hai
to who have.2SG
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[ˈdetːo] t che ti hanno [ruˈbato] la macchina?
said
that to.you have.3PL stolen the car

short mov.

b. A chi ti
ha
[ˈdetːo] che hanno
[ruˈbato] t la macchina? long mov.
to who to.you has.3sg said
that have.3PL
stolen
the car?
n

Model comparison reveals that the best predictor for vowel duration is the location of the
NPA, and that this factor overrules the effect of “movement type”.

β= -25, std.er. 3.1, p<.001

β= +30, std.er. 5.1, p<.001

Experiment I: metrical structure and NPA
(3) a. A chi hai
to who have.2SG
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[ˈdetːo] t che ti
hanno [ruˈbato] la macchina?
said
that to.you have.3PL stolen the car

b. A chi ti
ha
[ˈdetːo] che hanno
to who to.you has.3sg said
that have.3PL

[ruˈbato] t
stolen

la macchina?
the car?

short mov.
long mov.

n

For instance, the stressed V of the matrix lexical verb, which is always accented, bearing a
nuclear or a prenuclear PA, becomes extra-long (+25 ms.) when it associates with the NPA.

n

These results suggest that in our data, the location of the NPA coincides with the metrical
head associated with main sentence stress.

Experiment I: discussion
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n

NPA is significantly more likely (p<.001) to fall on the embedded verb in case of
long-distance movement than in short-distance movement

n

When the wh-element is extracted from the matrix clause,
n NPA is assigned to the lexical verb of the matrix clause.
n It is virtually never assigned to the embedded lexical verb.

n

When the wh-element is extracted from the embedded clause,
n NPA strongly tends to be assigned to the lexical verb of the embedded clause.
n However, also in this condition the NPA may be assigned to the matrix lexical
verb in a non-marginal number of cases (36%).

Þ NPA assignment is sensitive to the derivational history of the wh-phrase.
n

But which chain links are relevant for NPA assignment?

The External Merge hypothesis

n

A First hypothesis:
n the position that is visible to NPA assignment is the External Merge position of
the wh-phrase, i.e. the trace in the extraction site.
Þ Since the NPA cannot be realized on a phonologically empty trace,
it is ‘passed on’ to the adjacent element, i.e. the verb.

(6) [CP A chi ti

ha [vP t detto [CP t che hanno [vP t rubato <a chi> la macchina]]]]?

to who to-you.Cl have.2sg said
n
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that have.3pl

stolen <to who> the car

Problems with this line of explanation:
The empty trace must be visible to the prosodic computation (Nespor & Vogel 1986).

Experiment II
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We carried out a second production experiment to rule out this hypothesis.
n 8 native speakers of Italian, same procedure as Exp. I
n 14 Stimuli: 7 items under two syntactic conditions:
(i) wh-extraction of a noun complement
n (ii) wh-extraction of a verbal complement
n

(7)

a. Di chi hai
comprato
[un romanzo t ] nella
of who have.2SG bought
a
novel
in-the
‘By whom did you buy a novel in the new book shop?’

nuova
new

b. A chi hai
comprato ( t ) [un romanzo] ( t ) nella nuova
to whom have.2SG bought
a
novel
in-the new
‘To whom did you buy a novel in the new book shop?’
n

libreria?
book shop
libreria?
book shop

The two sentences in each pair were introduced by the same fictional dialogue

The External Merge hypothesis predicts that
NPA must assigned to the element adjacent to the external merge position of the wh phrase:
n

in (i), the NPA should be assigned to the noun selecting the wh-phrase (7a);

n

in (ii) the NPA should be assigned to the verb selecting the wh-phrase (7b).

Experiment II
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Analysis of 334 sentences
(7 items x 2 conditions x 3 repetitions x 8 speakers)

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

wh element
lexical Verb
Noun head
not identified
final word

extraction of N
complement

extraction of V
complement

4.8%
93.5%
0.0%
1.6%
0.0%

1.5%
95.6%
0.0%
1.5%
1.5%

Experiment II: wh-extraction of a N complement
(7)

a. Di chi hai
comprato
[un romanzo t ] nella
of who have.2SG bought
a
novel
in-the
‘By whom did you buy a novel in the new book shop?’

→ NPA on the lexical verb
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nuova
new

libreria?
book shop

Experiment II: Wh-extraction of a V complement
(7) b. A chi
hai
comprato ( t ) [un romanzo] ( t ) nella nuova
to whom have.2SG bought
a
novel
in-the new
‘To whom did you buy a novel in the new book shop?’

→ NPA on the lexical verb
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libreria?
book shop

Experiment II
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The results of experiment II show that
n

under extraction of a noun complement,
NPA assignment never targets the noun head which selects the wh-phrase;

n

NPA assignment targets, once again, the lexical verb:
independently of whether the wh-phrase is extracted from a verb or a noun.

The External Merge position of the wh-phrase is not relevant for NPA assignment.

Syntactic assumptions
i.
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By the Phase Impenetrability Condition, wh-movement must pass through
the edge of every vP and CP phase between the External Merge position and
the final landing site.
(8) Phase Impenetrability Condition
In phase α with Head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations
outside α, but only H and its edge. (Chomsky 1998: 22)

ii. An interrogative wh-phrase bears a wh/focal feature and shares it
with the head (v° or C°) of every phase it passes through.

Syntax-prosody interface assumptions
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iii. The NPA must be assigned to a phonologically non-null element.
iv.

If the structure contains occurrences of the wh/focal feature,
the NPA must be assigned to a syntactic element that bears this feature,
interpretable or not.

v.

The NPA is assigned to the rightmost element that satisfies (iii) and (iv).

vi.

If the sentence does not contain any occurrence of the wh/focal feature,
the NPA is assigned to the rightmost element by default.

Þ Our analysis is compatible with the indirect reference model of
the syntax-phonology interface (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986, Selkirk 1986, a.o.),
provided that at least some features encoded in the syntactic representation are
visible to the phonological computation.

Short-distance movement: NPA on the matrix lexical Verb
CP
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(3) a. A chi hai
detto <a chi> che ti
hanno rubato la macchina?
to who have.2sg said
that you.cl have.3pl stolen the car
C'

A chiWH

vP

CWH

v'

a chiWH

VP

v°WH

V'

a chiWH

CP

V
che

TP

n

The traces do not satisfy (iii)

n

The wh-phrase, the matrix C° and v° satisfy (iii) and (iv)

n

By (v), the NPA is assigned to the matrix v°

n

The embedded v° lacks the wh-feature: it does not qualify for NPA assignment

vP
v

Extraction of a noun complement: NPA on V
(7) a. Di chi
hai
of whom have.2sg

CP
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comprato
bought

C'

di chiWH

vP

CWH

v'

di chiWH

VP

vWH

DP

V

D

NP
di chiWH

n

The traces do not satisfy (iii)

n

The wh-phrase, C° and v° satisfy (iii) and (iv)

n

By (v), the NPA is assigned to v°.

N'
N

un romanzo ?
a novel

Long-distance movement I: NPA on the embedded lexical V
(3) b. A chi ti

ha

detto che hanno rubato < a chi> la macchina?

to who you have.3sg said

CP
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that have.3pl stolen

the car

C'

A chiWH

vP

CWH

v'

a chiWH
vWH

CP
C'

a chiWH

vP

CWH

v'

a chiWH
n

The wh-phrase, the matrix C°
and v°, the embedded C°and v° satisfy
(iii) and (iv)

n

By (v), the NPA is assigned to the embedded v°

vWH

VP

a chiWH

Long-distance movement: the optionality problem
n

Under long-distance movement, the NPA can be assigned either

to the embedded lexical verb (favourite option)
(3) b.
A chi ti ha
detto che hanno
rubato <a chi> la macchina?
to who you have.3sg said that have.3pl stolen < to who> the car
n

or to the matrix verb
(3) b’. A chi ti ha
detto che hanno
rubato <a chi> la macchina?
to who you have.3sg said that have.3pl stolen < to who> the car
n

In our approach, NPA assignment in (3b’)
– fails to mark successive-cyclic extraction from the embedded clause vP,
– but it marks extraction from the matrix vP.
n
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Successive cyclic movement: the optionality problem cross-linguistically
(3) b’. A chi ti ha
detto che hanno
rubato <a chi> la macchina?
to who you have.3sg said that have.3pl stolen < to who> the car
n

NPA assignment in (3b’) fails to mark successive-cyclic extraction from the
embedded clause vP, but it marks extraction from the matrix vP.

n

This is reminiscent of subject inversion under wh-movement in Spanish and
Catalan (Torrego 1984): in case of long-distance movement, inversion in the
embedded clause is not obligatory.

(9) Qué pensaba Juan [CP que le había dicho Pedro [CP que había
what think.IPF Juan
that DAT had said Pedro that had
publicado <que> la revista ]] ?
published
the review
(10) Qué libro dice María [CP que Ana le
ha regalado <qué libro>]?
what book says Maria
that Ann her.DAT has given
(adapted from Torrego 1984, (19b), (37))
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Long-distance movement: the optionality problem

n
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A simlar effect emerges with Irish complementizer alternations (McCloskey 2002)
n

(11)

an t-ainm a hinnseadh dúinn a bhí _ ar an áit (ibidem, (5a))
the name aL was-told to-us aL was on the place
n

(12)

Successive cyclic wh-movement is marked by a sequence of aL
complementizers:

But it is possible to have a resumptive chain in a lower clause, featuring the
complementizer aN, and then aL in the higher clause:
an galar
a chuala mé ar cailleadh bunadh an oileáin
leis
the disease aL heard I
aN died
people the island.GEN by-it
(ibidem, (36))

Long-distance movement: the optionality problem

n
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In the Nilotic language Dinka (van Urk 2015: 217 ff.; 2017), successive-cyclic
movement is marked (a.o.) by copying the plural marker ké at every vP edge
when the moved phrase is plural:

(13) Yè kooc-kò

yíi

Bôl [vP ké luêeel è cíi

Áyèn

[vP ké tîiŋ ]]

be people-DEM HAB.OV Bol.GEN 3PL say.NF C PF.OV Ayen.GEN 3PL see.NF
‘Which people does Bol say that Ayen has seen?’
(van Urk 2017, (1b))

Þ But when there is a resumptive pronoun, ké marking becomes optional (though
once introduced, it must be preserved in the higher vP):

(14) Yè kooc-kò i

yùùkù

ké tàak [CP kè cíi Áyèn (ke) càm kènè kêeki]?

be people-which HAB.1P 3PL think.NF C PRF Ayen.GEN 3PL eat.NF with 3PL
‘Which people do we think Ayem has eaten with?’ (van Urk 2017, (4))

Long-distance movement: the optionality problem

n

Possible accounts:

a)

Long distance wh-movement can skip the intermediate movement steps in
the lower clause (Torrego 1984, building on Rizzi 1982)

Þ How to reconcile this idea with the Phase Impenetrability Condition?

b)

n

It is possible to establish a resumptive dependency in the lower clause;
the wh-operator can be merged in an intermediate phrase edge and then
move successive-cyclically to the higher clause
(mixed chain: McCloskey 2002, van Urk 2017)
We leave this issue open for future research.
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Theoretical consequences
1)
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The distribution of the NPA cannot be accounted for
within a cyclic spell-out, bottom-to-top framework.
In order to capture the observed distribution of NPA, prosody must operate
on a global representation (as independently required to account for the
final high boundary tone of interrogatives). Cf. Cheng & Downing 2016.

Þ In short-distance movement, nothing could prevent the default assignment
of NPA to the rightmost element in the lowest vP: this vP does not contain
any occurrence of the wh/focal feature that could block the default Nuclear
Stress rule.

(3) a. [CP A chi[WH] [C°[WH] hai [vP <a chi>[WH]
who
have.2SG
[CP che
that

ti
you.DAT

hanno [vP v°
have.3PL

[ v°[WH]

rubato
stolen

detto <a chi[WH] >
said
la macchina]]]]]]?
the car

Theoretical consequences
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2) Our analysis is consistent with the traditional view that traces are not visible
for the prosodic computation (Nespor & Vogel 1986).
3) The prosodic computation does not draw a distinction between “criterial”
and “non-criterial” instances of the wh/focal feature .
The phonological correlates of the wh/focal feature can be dissociated from
the position where the feature is criterial, i.e. interpretable at the C-I interface.
Hence, focus is not directly encoded at PF (pace Reinhart 2006).
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Thank you!
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